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June 1967)T and that the conflict might never have come about
if the Soviet Union had not warned the UAR of Israel's sup-
posed intentions to attack Syria.32
However, in justification of Nasser's action, it might be said
that in view of his defense treaty with Syria, he had no alter-
native but to come to the latter's aid after the alleged Soviet
warning of Israel's purported invasion. In order to act he had
to overcome the presence of the U.N. Emergency Force and
hence he asked for its removal. U Thant's early compliance
with his request automatically returned the Strait of Tiran and
the Sharm el-Sheikh area to Egyptian control. Having found
that he had scored a victory over Israel in the Strait of Tiran
without firing even a single shot, Nasser could not help taking
the next step, that is, to declare a blockade of the Gulf of
Aqaba, Politico-military moves have a tendency of developing
their own momentum, and once the Strait of Tiran was re-
occupied, the blockade of the Gulf, so to say, had to be de-
clared. Nasser himself confirmed this when in answer to a ques-
tion by Noel Hudson of the British Renter's he said: "When
Eshkol threatened to occupy Syria, it became our duty to come
forward and help our Arab brothers. Thus we had to ask for
the withdrawal of the UNEF, and since the UNEF withdrew
it was inevitable for us to go to the Gulf of Aqaba and restore
the pre-1956 conditions there".33
As expected, Nasser's action provoked strong Israeli reaction-
Expressing the sentiments of the people, the Israeli newspaper
Mtfariv warned that the "closure of the Strait of Tiran" was
^tantamount to a declaration of war".34 But Nasser paid no heed
to such warnings and moves to break the blockade by Israel
and the West were encountered by the signing of a mutual
** Christian Science Monitor, 16 November 1967.	J*
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